“whatever they call you

call us”

STOP HATE UK
STOP HATE. START HERE

FUNDRAISING PACK

STOP HATE UK IS A REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 1062692.
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We expect fundraising to keep within Stop Hate UK’s values. It is important to note that whilst Stop Hate UK encourage and appreciate the support that comes from fundraising, we cannot accept liability for your activity or event.
What we do at Stop Hate UK?

Stop Hate UK is a national charity working with people who are affected by Hate Crime or other targeted crime.

Stop Hate UK provides emotional support as well as advice and information on staying safe in the home or in the community. We can also help with advice on how to navigate the criminal justice system as well as how to hold statutory and other bodies to account.

Stop Hate UK has a long history of providing enhanced support to victims of Hate Crime with complex needs. This can either involve face-to-face advocacy on behalf of the victim or enhanced telephone/electronic support where required.

Our 24 hour helpline, reporting and support service draws on our extensive experience of people's needs when reporting, and is a virtual Third Party Reporting Centre. Victims, third parties and witnesses can contact us via our 0800 number, text service, online chat, email and an online reporting form.

STOP HATE CRIME
0800 138 1625
24 HOUR HELP LINE©
Our Vision

We hope and strive for a society which is free from hate, harassment and discrimination, where all people are valued for their unique identity.

To reach our goal, we work towards a society in which all people affected by hate, harassment and discrimination can challenge, report and change their experience, in order to influence and improve organisations in their responses to Hate Crime. We continue to develop valuable partnerships with other organisations and individuals which share this ethos.

Why help us?

Donations to Stop Hate UK help to make our work possible. All donations, regardless of size, help us in our mission to tackle all forms of Hate Crime.

Through our passionate campaigning, we believe, by making people more aware about the current state of discrimination and prejudices, members of our local communities will become more proactive and supportive to those living through discrimination.

Moreover, speaking out against Hate Crime can empower and strengthen the voices of people suffering from Hate Discrimination. We, at Stop Hate UK believe those voices must be heard in order to report and record crimes to inform and create a safer future.
What your money can do?

A donation of just £5 would help us with the cost of providing and improving our services. For example:

It costs £35 per hour to run the Stop Hate Line.

£150 would allow us to provide up to five hours of additional advocacy support to a victim of Hate Crime.

£2,000 would enable us to run a new campaign to raise awareness of Hate Crime.

£4,000 could run Hate Crime awareness sessions for up to eight schools.

£18,000 could provide the Stop Hate Line to a region of up to 1,000,000 people.

To help improve Stop Hate UK's advocacy and helpline service, you can fundraise and donate to us via BT MyDonate, Paypal or directly to the Stop Hate UK account.

ACCOUNT NAME: STOP HATE UK
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 20088691
SORT CODE: 60-83-01
FUNDRAISING IDEAS

Quick and Easy?

Every Click Counts
Short for time or even money? Why not use Every Click Counts search engine? Internet surf and fundraise at the same time - without even paying a penny! You do the searching, Every Click do the funding!

Sign up at
www.everyclick.com

Give As You Live
You can also raise money through Give as you Live, a unique fundraising tool that provides a donation for Stop Hate UK every time you purchase online from certain retailers. For more details, and to register your support, visit www.giveasyoulive.com
**A-Z OF FUNDRAISING**

Put the **FUN** into **FUNDRAISING**

Get creative! Fundraising does not have be a chore. You can make it personal to you! Why not put a twist on any hobby or activity you enjoy whilst supporting Stop Hate UK.

**A**
- **Aerobics** - organise a class!
- **Afternoon Tea** - put the kettle on and get baking!
- **Arts/Crafts Stall** - get crafty!
- **Art exhibition** - show off your skills!

**B**
- **Bad tie day** - challenge the office to the most outrageous tie!
- **Baked Beans Bath** - get messy!
- **Barbecue** - make the most of the summer!
- **Battle of the Bands** - who can make the most noise!
- **Book Sale** - clear out your shelves and get selling!

**C**
- **Car boot sale** - clear out all that clutter!
- **Car wash** - clean up your neighbourhood hoods!
- **Crossword contest** - get clever for charity!

**D**
- **Dance** - shake out your best moves for a dance competition!
- **Disco** - put on those tunes and groove!

**E**
- **Easter egg hunt** - host a yummy egg hunt!
- **Eyebrows** - shave or tweeze all in the name of Stop Hate UK!
Face painting - get colourful!
Film evening - host a movie night! Who's bringing the popcorn?
Fireworks - raise money with a bang!

Garden party - get green!
Guest speaker - host an entertainer or inspirational speaker!

Head shave - know anyone to brave it bare?
Halloween party - grab those fangs and get frightening!

Indoor market - host a market in the cosy indoors?
Ink up - get the henna out and try yourself as a tattoo artist!

Jazz festival - get jazzy!
Jewellery making - recruit your friends to bead and thread! Sell the jewellery to family and friends!

Karaoke - blast on those classic tunes and sing until your heart is content! You can host a singing competition or charge for tickets!

Line dancing - star in your own Country and Western - make sure you have a caller and plenty of 'YEEHAWS!'
Marathon - feeling motivated? Why not do a sponsored run?
Mini - Olympics - get silly and play a fun version of the Olympics!
Music Concert - host your favourite bands and musicians!

Nature trail - be at one with nature and go on a collective walk in the countryside!
Night walk - at the dead of night explore the city in a group!

Open door - host a dinner party or house visit!
Opera night - arrange a trip to a show or stage your own!

Paintballing - go to the nearest paintballing centre and get messy!
Pancake race - get flipping those cakes, it doesn't have to be on Shrove Tuesday! Pancakes can be loved any day of the year!
PlayStation play-off - challenge your gaming skills!

Quiz time - pub quiz, or specialist - put your knowledge to the test!

Raffle - ask family and friends to donate prizes, you'll be surprised by people's generosity!

Strawberries & cream - embrace the British summer classic!
Street Party - gather your neighbours and have a good time!
Sponsored Silence - could you sacrifice your words for a day?
Talent competition - hold and open mic evening - comedy/beatboxing or singalongs - it is up to you!

Ten-pin bowling - think you are a bowling master? Rise to the challenge for Stop Hate UK!

Unwanted presents - Post Christmas hold a sale of any unwanted presents and ask for a donation of the profits!

Volunteer - Why not get sponsored to volunteer for Stop Hate UK or a friend or family in need of a helping hand!

Wine and Cheese Night - ask local shops or family and friends to donate the wine and cheese and get tasting!

Xmas party- host a festive party!

Xmas hampers - make up homemade holiday hampers and sell them to family and friends!

Yoga session - ask a local yoga teacher to teach a session and ask for donations on the door.

Zodiac evening - invite a guest astrologer for a star-studded fundraiser.

Zoo party - get you and your friends to dress up as their favourite animals and go on a fun outing in animalistic spirit!
Sponsorship Ideas

If you are feeling brave, why not take on a challenge? Do something daring and ask for sponsors from family and friends.

Download the Stop Hate UK Sponsorship Form here and get started.

- Bake Off
- Dance Off
- Head Shave
- Fasting
- Fire Walk
- Fun Run
- Marathon
- Skydiving
- Silence
- Train / Bus Hopping

STOP HATE UK®
Get your Fundraising Pack now!

If you would like some extra resources to spur you on your way, feel free to contact us at: info@stophateuk.org.

We can provide posters, stationery and other publicity material where needed.

Support Us on Social Media

Follow us on Twitter here.
Follow us on Facebook here.

If you need any more information please contact us at: info@stophateuk.org or call us at 0113 2935100.